MBA 5900, Management Simulation

Course description: Capstone course of the MBA program requiring integration of knowledge and skills for business problems solving. Utilizes a nationally recognized simulation widely used in university programs and in industry. This course focuses on functions of top management, major issues affecting organizational success, decisions determining direction of the enterprise, and ethical and social responsibility implications of strategic decisions. Prerequisites: Admission to the MBA program and completion of 15 hours of MBA coursework, including MBA 5010, MBA 5640, and MBA 5660.

Learning Objectives:

1. Analyze managerial problems in a dynamic environment and recommend practical and timely solutions.
2. Integrate the knowledge, skills, and abilities acquired from core courses to the needs of the organization as a whole.
3. Analyze and solve business problems under conditions of uncertainty with emphasis on use of computers as a tool.
4. Evaluate and compare management ethics, attitudes, values, and approaches to decision-making.